The College Student and Public Concern

Just how involved is today's college student—or just how involved does he wish to become—in the social and political issues of the day? Is the student of the 60's different from his counterpart of earlier decades? What motivates him?

Here We Go-Go-Go Again

Oklahoma's run-and-shoot basketballers are making the statisticians' jobs harder than ever before, but the fans don't mind a bit. The Sooners under Bob Stevens are better this year than last, but paradoxically, their record may be worse.

He Sets the Stage

Setting the stage is an important part of any theatrical production. Ray Larson, assistant professor of drama at the University and the man in charge of scenic design, discusses the techniques of stagecraft he uses in the plays and musicals given at O.U.

The Bizzell Bible Collection

The first of a series of articles about the important and prestigious collections which are housed in the University Library looks at the Bizzell Bible Collection, a gift from the private library of former University President William Bennett Bizzell.
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And awaaaay we go-go-go. . . The peripatetic Sooner basketball coach urges his fast-breaking five onward against heavy odds. Bob Stevens, in his second year at O.U., has instilled a new spirit of excitement which is filling the Field House. For the run-down on a running team, see Page 6.